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1. Introduction

① Oxidation
② Silicon Dioxide



Introduction

What is the Oxidation?

O2

O2

Interaction

 Oxidation is gain of oxygen.

 Oxidation is the loss of electrons
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Silicon Dioxide

[Properties]

 SiO2 is good insulator
-> ρ 	 10 Ω ,	 8

 SiO2 has high dielectric strength, 500V/um

 SiO2 has high chemical stability

⇒ It can protect the silicon, store charge, 
block current, and even act as a controlled 
pathway to limit current flow
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2. Oxidation process

① Thermal oxidation
② Dry oxidation
③ Wet oxidation



Oxidation Process

Thermal oxidation

[Dry Oxidation]
Si(solid) + O2(gas) -> SiO2(solid)

[Wet Oxidation]
Si(solid) + 2H2O (gas) -> SiO2(solid) + 2H2(gas)

 Thermal oxidation is performed at 800-1200℃

 O2 or H2O diffuse to inside and surface of Si

 Oxidation reaction occurs
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Dry oxidation

[Advantage]

 Oxide layers are very uniform.

 It can make ideal dielectrics for MOS transistors

 Relatively little defects exist at the oxide – silicon interface

[Disadvantage]

 Dry oxide grows very slowly

-> Gate oxide is formed by dry oxidation



Oxidation Process

Wet oxidation

[Advantage]

 High growth rate.

: H2O diffuses faster through oxide layer than O2

[Disadvantage]

 Low quality compare to dry etching

-> LOCOS, masking is made by wet oxidation
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3. Applications of oxide layers 

① Isolation (LOCOS, STI)
② Implantation masking
③ Gate oxide   



Applications of oxide layer

Isolation - LOCOS

<LOCOS process step>

① Si, silicon substrate
② SiO2, pad/buffer oxide, CVD silicon oxide
③ Si3N4, nitride mask
④ SiO2, isolation oxide, thermal oxide

[The main goal of LOCOS]

 To insulate MOS transistors from each other

 To limit transistor cross-talk

[The main draw back of LOCOS]

 Bird’s beak effectBird’s beak effect



Applications of oxide layer

Isolation - STI

 STI can avoid the bird’s beak shape effect



Applications of oxide layer

Implantation masking

 Oxide layer can protect underlying Si from dopant ions



Applications of oxide layer

Gate oxide

 Gate oxide separates Gate from Source, Drain and conductive channel
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4. Factors influencing oxidation rate.

① Oxidant
② Temperature
③ Crystal orientation
④ Dopant concentration



Factors influencing oxidation rate

Oxidant Temperature and crystal orientation

Dopant concentration

[Oxidant]

H2O(wet) > O2(dry)

[Temperature]

Temperature ↑ -> Rate ↑

[Crystal orientation]

<111>><110> > <100>

[Dopant concentration]

Dopant concentration↑-> Rate ↑
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